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Abstract—This paper introduces Antares, which is a bio-inspired algorithm for the construction of a decentralized and self-organized P2P information system in computational grids. This algorithm exploits the properties of ant systems, in which a number of entities/agents perform simple operations at the local level but together engender an advanced form of “swarm intelligence” at the global level. Here, the work of ant-inspired agents is tailored to the controlled replication and relocation of “descriptors,” that is, documents that contain metadata information about grid resources. Agents travel the grid through P2P interconnections, and replicate and spatially sort descriptors so as to accumulate those represented by identical or similar indexes into neighbor grid hosts. The resulting information system is here referred to as self-structured, because it exploits the self-organizing characteristics of ant-inspired agents, and the association of descriptors with hosts is not predetermined but adapts to the varying conditions of the grid. This self-structured organization combines the benefits of both unstructured and structured P2P information systems. Indeed, being basically unstructured, Antares is easy to maintain in a dynamic grid, in which joins and departures of hosts can be frequent events. On the other hand, the aggregation and spatial ordering of descriptors can improve the rapidity and effectiveness of discovery operations, which is a beneficial feature typical of structured systems. Performance analysis proves that ant operations allow the information system to be efficiently reorganized, thus improving the efficacy of both simple and range queries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

GRID COMPUTING [1] is an emerging computing model that provides the ability to perform higher throughput computing by taking advantage of many networked computers and distributing process execution across a parallel infrastructure. Modern grids are based on the service-oriented paradigm; for example, in the Globus Toolkit 4, based on the web services resource framework (WSRF [2]), resources are offered through the invocation of web services, which boast of enriched functionalities such as lifecycle and state management.

The information system is an important pillar of a grid framework, since it provides information that is critical to the operation of the grid and the construction of applications. In particular, users turn to the information system to discover suitable resources or services that are needed to design and execute a distributed application, explore the properties of such resources, and monitor their availability.

Owing to the inherent scalability and robustness of peer-to-peer (P2P) algorithms, several P2P approaches have recently been proposed for resource organization and discovery in grid environments [3], [4]. The ultimate goal of these approaches is to allow users to rapidly locate grid resources or services, either hardware or software, which have the required characteristics; this is generally reduced to the problem of finding related descriptors, through which it is possible to access the corresponding resources. A descriptor may contain a syntactical description of the resource/service [i.e., a WSDL (web services description language) document] and/or an ontology description of resource/service capabilities. In a grid, after issuing a query, users can discover a number of descriptors of possibly useful resources, and then can choose the resources that are the most appropriate for their purposes.

In P2P systems, descriptors are often indexed through bit vectors, or keys, which can have two different meanings. The first is that each bit represents the presence or absence of a given topic [5], [6]: this method is particularly appropriate if the resource of interest is a document, because it is possible to define the different topics on which this document focuses. Alternatively, a resource or service can be mapped by a hash function into a binary key. If the hash function is locality preserving, as for example in [7], [8], similar descriptor keys are assigned to resources having similar characteristics.

In this paper, Ant-Based Algorithm for Resource (Antares) management in grids, which was formerly presented in [9], is proposed as an approach for the construction of a grid information system, which is inspired by the behavior of some species of ants [10]. The Antares algorithm is able to disseminate and reorganize descriptors and, as a consequence of this, it facilitates and speeds up discovery operations. More specifically, Antares agents concurrently achieve multiple objectives: 1) they replicate and disseminate descriptors, thus spreading useful information on the grid; 2) they spatially sort descriptors, so that descriptors indexed by similar keys are placed in neighbor hosts, which greatly facilitates discovery operations; 3) thanks to the self-organizing nature of the ant-based approach, the agents adapt the reorganization of descriptors to the ever-changing environment, for example to the joinings and departures of grid hosts and to the changing characteristics of resources.
The Antares approach can be positioned along a well-known research avenue whose objective is to devise possible applications of nature inspired algorithms [11], in particular of ant algorithms, i.e., algorithms inspired by the behavior of ants [10], [12]. We recently proposed an approach for the reorganization and discovery of resources that are preclassified in a given number of classes [13], [14]. This enables the creation of grid regions specialized in a specific resource type, which improves the performance of discovery operations but does not allow for the spatial sorting of descriptors, thus limiting the efficiency of simple and, in addition, range queries. Conversely, Antares is specifically designed to tackle the case in which the indexes of resource descriptors are bit vectors. Since similar resources are assigned similar descriptor indexes, it is possible to define a similarity measure among resources, through the comparison of related indexes.

Antares is partly inspired by the work of Lumer and Faieta [15], who devised a method to spatially sort data items through the operations of simple robots. As in [15], the reorganization of descriptors in Antares is achieved by means of ant pick and drop operations, which are driven by corresponding pick and drop probability functions. However, the application domain of Antares is completely different, so the basic approach of Lumer and Faieta has been adapted to our purposes in several ways: 1) descriptors are not only sorted, as in [15], but also replicated, in order to disseminate useful information on the grid and facilitate search requests. These two objectives are achieved by the definition of two different modes of agents, which are called copy and move; 2) Each cell/host can contain a number of descriptors, not just one item as in [15], thus enabling the accumulation of descriptors on grid hosts; 3) Since Antares operates in a distributed computing environment, agents limit the frequency and range of their P2P hops in order to reduce the network and computing load; 4) A discovery protocol is defined to exploit the obtained rearrangement and spatial ordering of descriptors.

P2P information systems are usually classified into unstructured and structured [16]. The grid information system constructed with Antares is basically unstructured, in the sense that descriptors are not required to be mapped onto specified hosts, but they are freely placed by ants through their pick and drop operations. This ensures valuable features such as self-organization, adaptivity, and, as a consequence, scalability. Conversely, in structured approaches, resources are assigned to hosts with a well-specified strategy, for example through a distributed hash table (DHT) [17], by which the correct location of a resource on the network is obtained as the result of a hash function. The structured approach generally speeds up discovery operations but also presents important drawbacks [18], such as: 1) limited fault tolerance and scalability, since the disconnection of a peer requires an immediate reorganization of resources and of peer index tables; and 2) poor load balancing, because peers that are assigned the descriptors of the most popular resources can be easily overloaded.

Though being basically unstructured, Antares features a self-emerging organization of descriptors, through which some structured properties emerge, since descriptors are aggregated and spatially sorted on the basis of their indexes. Therefore, the resulting information system is referred to as self-structured, because it exploits the self-organizing characteristics of anti-inspired agents, and the association of descriptors with hosts is not predetermined but adapts to the varying conditions of the grid. Owing to these characteristics, Antares retains important benefits that are typical of structured systems. In particular, it enables the use of an informed discovery algorithm, through which a query message, which is issued to discover resources indexed by a specified target descriptor, can efficiently explore the grid and collect information about such resources. The discovery algorithm is based on a best neighbor approach: at each step, it drives the query message towards the neighbor peer that possesses descriptors which are the most similar to the target descriptor. Since descriptors have been spatially sorted by Antares agents, in many cases this algorithm allows the query to reach a grid region in which several useful descriptors have been accumulated.

Moreover, as opposed to unstructured P2P systems, and also to many structured ones, Antares naturally supports range queries, that is, queries issued to discover resources defined with relaxed constraints. In Antares, a range query is managed by defining a target descriptor in which one or more bits are “wildcard bits” that can assume either the value 0 or 1. In this case, the best neighbor is chosen by masking these bits and considering only the bits that are given a specified value. Thanks to the spatial sorting of descriptors, also a range query can be directed to descriptors that match the target descriptor, in both valued and wildcard bits.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work, and Section III describes the Antares algorithm. Section IV shows that the Antares algorithm succeeds in the spatial replication and sorting of descriptors. In fact, event-based simulation proves that agents successfully generate and disseminate descriptor replicas, and at the same time that the homogeneity of co-located or nearby located descriptors is notably increased, meaning that descriptors are effectively reorganized and sorted on the grid. In Section V, the performance analysis also proves the Antares’s ability to resolve efficiently both simple and range queries. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In most grid systems, resource discovery is implemented according to centralized or hierarchical approaches, mostly because the client/server approach is still used today in the majority of distributed systems and in web service-based frameworks. However, a hierarchical resource discovery service is viable within a single organization or in a small-scale grid, but it becomes impractical in a large multi-institutional grid for several reasons [19], among which are the following:

1) Scalability is limited because a significant amount of memory space must be reserved at the tree root node to maintain information about a large number of resources.

2) Information servers belonging to different levels of the hierarchy must carry very different computation and traffic loads, which leads to challenging problems concerning load imbalance.
3) The hierarchical organization can hinder the autonomous administration of servers.

4) Fault-tolerance is limited by the presence of a single point of failure at the root of the hierarchy.

In the last few years, the P2P paradigm has emerged as an alternative to centralized and hierarchical approaches. Novel approaches for the construction of scalable and efficient grid information systems need to have the following properties [3], [4], [20]: self-organization (meaning that grid components are autonomous and do not rely on any external supervisor), decentralization (decisions are to be taken only on the basis of local information), and adaptivity (mechanisms must be provided to cope with the dynamic characteristics of hosts and resources).

Requirements and properties of “self-organizing grids” are sketched in [21]. Some of the issues presented in this paper are concretely applied in this paper: for example, reorganization of resources in order to facilitate discovery operations and adaptive dissemination of information. Another self-organization mechanism is proposed in [22] to classify grid nodes in groups on the basis of a similarity measure. Each group elects a leader node that receives requests tailored to the discovery of resources which are likely to be maintained by such group. This is an interesting approach but it still has nonscalable characteristics: for example, it is required that each grid node has a link to all the leader nodes, which is clearly problematic in a very large grid. A self-organizing mechanism is also exploited in [23] to build an adaptive overlay structure for the execution of a large number of tasks in a grid.

Similar to the latter work, the Antares algorithm presented in this paper exhibits several characteristics of mobile agent systems (MAS) and biological systems. Indeed, many biological systems can be quite naturally emulated in a distributed system through the multiagent paradigm ([24]): for example, insects and birds can be imitated by mobile agents that travel through the hosts of a grid and perform simple operations. Agent-based systems may inherit useful and beneficial properties from biological counterparts; namely, self-organization, decentralization, and adaptivity. Coordination among agents is essential to improve the effectiveness of their tasks, in particular for resource discovery. In agent-based systems, communication is performed either with direct communication among agents, as in the UWAget system [25], or with agents migration as in the MAG (mobile agents for grid computing environments) middleware [26]. Conversely, Antares exploits the stigmergy paradigm [27], since agents interact and cooperate through the modifications of the environment that are induced by their operations. In fact, the behavior of an agent is driven by the state of the local region of the grid, which in turn is modified by the operations of other agents.

Antares is specifically inspired by ant algorithms, a class of agent systems that can solve very complex problems by imitating the behavior of some species of ants [10]. Among such systems, Anthill [28] is tailored to the design, implementation, and evaluation of P2P applications based on multiagent and evolutionary programming. It is composed of a collection of interconnected nests. Each nest is a peer entity that makes its storage and computational resources available to swarms of ants, mobile agents that travel the grid to satisfy user requests. However, while in Anthill, ants are generated after user requests, in Antares, agents operate continuously and autonomously, since the reorganization of descriptors must be performed prior to user requests. Antares agents are simple and perform simple operations, but a sort of “swarm intelligence” emerges from their collective behavior.

The two main objectives of Antares are the replication and dissemination of metadata documents and the discovery of resources. These issues are obviously correlated, since an intelligent dissemination can facilitate discovery. Nevertheless, information dissemination is also functional to other important requirements, such as fault tolerance, load balancing, reduced access latency, and bandwidth consumption. Information dissemination is indeed a fundamental and frequently occurring problem in large, dynamic, and distributed systems. In [29], the authors examine a number of techniques that can improve the effectiveness of blind search by proactively replicating data. In particular, two natural but very different replication strategies are described: uniform and proportional. The uniform strategy, which replicates everything equally, appears naive, whereas the proportional strategy, where more popular items are more frequently replicated, is designed to perform better but fails to do so. Actually, it is shown that any strategy that lies between the two performs better than the two extreme strategies. In [30] it is proposed to disseminate information selectively to groups of users with common interests, so that data is sent only to where it is wanted. In this paper, instead of classifying users, the proposal is to exploit the classification of resources: resource metadata documents are replicated and disseminated with the purpose of creating regions of the network that are specialized in specific classes of resources. In [31] information dissemination is combined with the issue of effective replica placement, since the main interest is to place replicas in the proximity of requesting clients by taking into account changing demand patterns. Specifically, a metadata document is replicated if its demand is higher than a defined threshold and each replica is placed according to a multicast mechanism that aims to discover the data server which is the closest to demanding clients. Antares differs from these and similar algorithms in that its aim is not only the dissemination but also the reorganization of descriptors, in order to expedite resource discovery procedures. Accordingly, in Antares the replication algorithm is driven by probabilistic choices that cluster and spatially sort descriptors over the network.

As for the resource discovery issue, Antares puts itself along the research avenue of P2P resource discovery algorithms. Structured P2P algorithms are usually efficient in file-sharing P2P networks, but structure management can be cumbersome and poorly scalable in large and dynamic grids, especially when the churn rate, i.e., the frequency of peer disconnections, is high. Therefore, unstructured protocols seem to be preferable in grids. Unstructured algorithms can be further classified into blind and informed [32]. If nodes have no information on where the resources are actually located, a search request is performed through a random exploration of the network; therefore a blind search mechanism is adopted, such as “flooding” or the “random walk” [33]. If a centralized
or distributed information service maintains information about resource location, it is possible to drive search requests through an informed mechanism, such as the “routing indices” [5] or the “adaptive probabilistic search” [34]. The Antares discovery algorithm is informed, since queries are directed towards peers that contain descriptors more and more similar to the target descriptors. However, this is not achieved with a centralized approach, but messages are forwarded only on the basis of local information. It is the spatial sorting of descriptors that guarantees a good chance of success, i.e., a high probability of driving queries to grid hosts that maintain a consistent number of target descriptors.

Another main objective of Antares is to serve range queries efficiently. The efficient management of these queries is a fundamental requirement in grid systems, as users often do not need to discover well-defined resources but resources having more loosely specified characteristics. For example, a query might be issued to discover a supercomputer with CPU speed comprised in a given range, or a web service whose estimated service time is within a given interval.

A naive way to manage range queries is to issue as many simple queries as are sufficient to cover all the possible values of target descriptors, and then collect the results. This solution is clearly inefficient, since it does not exploit the similarity of the target descriptors specified in the different simple queries. The efficient execution of range queries is indeed a very tough issue for grids and P2P systems [35], [36]. This problem is almost impractical for unstructured systems, since similar resources are stored on different peers without any pattern or structure that could facilitate the search procedure. Some types of structured systems are capable of serving range queries, but often at the cost of either maintaining complex tree-like structures [8] or increasing the traffic load by issuing a number of sub-queries [37]. The Squid discovery protocol [38] uses a dimension-reducing technique, i.e., the space filling curve (SFC), to map multi-attribute keywords to a one-dimensional space, i.e., a ring structure similar to that used by Chord. This enables Squid to support queries defined through partial keywords, wildcards, and ranges. However, SFCs have an important drawback in that close points in the 1D structure are mapped from close points in the multi-attribute space, but the reverse is not true. A sub-cube in the multi-attribute space can be mapped to very distant points that belong to different ring segments. In the case of a range query, the Squid system must then forward query messages to all the segments of the ring that cover the sub-cube of the original multi-attribute space which is defined by the range query.

Though being basically unstructured, the Antares self-structured information system supports range queries. In fact, since descriptors indexed by similar keys are likely to be located in neighbor hosts, a single range query can discover and collect several target descriptors in the same region of the grid. This feature will be discussed at the end of the performance evaluation section. To the best of our knowledge, Antares is the first effort to serve range queries in a nonstructured P2P system, thus avoiding all the problems and limitations, which are already mentioned in the Introduction and in this section, which are inherited by the structured P2P approach.

III. THE ANTARES ALGORITHM

The main purpose of the Antares algorithm is to disseminate resource descriptors over the Grid and at the same time achieve a logical organization of grid resources by spatially sorting the corresponding descriptors according to their indexes.

The Antares information system is progressively and continuously constructed by a number of ant-inspired agents, which travel the grid through P2P interconnections and copy and reorganize descriptors. Though agent operations are very simple, and agents are unaware of the significance of what they do, a form of swarm intelligence emerges from their combined work, which is typical of ant systems and of many biological systems in general.

A high-level description of the algorithm is given in the flowchart of Fig. 1. Whenever an agent arrives at a new Grid host, it operates as follows: 1) if the agent does not carry any descriptor, it evaluates the pick probability function for every resource descriptor stored in this host, so as to decide whether or not to pick these descriptors; 2) if the agent already carries some descriptors, it evaluates the drop probability function for each of these descriptors, so as to decide whether or not to leave them in the current host. After picking descriptors, the agent will carry them until it drops them into another host, and then will try to pick other descriptors from another host. An agent can replicate descriptors, or simply move them, depending on the “mode” with which it operates, the copy or move mode. This will be better discussed in the following.
The *pick* and *drop* operations are driven by the corresponding probability functions that are defined and discussed in Sections III-A and III-B. Subsequently, Section III-C introduces the self-organizing mechanism that allows agents to switch from the replication (*copy*) to the relocation (*move*) modality. Finally, Section III-D discusses the mechanisms used to tackle the dynamic nature of the Grid and achieve a continuous turn-over of agents.

### A. Pick Operation

Whenever an agent arrives at a new grid host, and it does not carry any descriptor, it evaluates the *pick probability function* and decides whether or not to pick one or more descriptors from the current host. Specifically, the agent checks each descriptor maintained in the current host, and evaluates its *average similarity* with all the descriptors maintained by the hosts in the *visibility region*. The visibility region includes all the hosts that are located within the visibility radius, i.e., which are reachable from the current host with a given number of hops. This radius is an algorithm parameter, and is set here to 1, in order to limit the amount of information exchanged among hosts.

The aim of the *pick operation* is to take a descriptor from a peer if it is dissimilar to the other descriptors located in the visibility region, so that this descriptor can be moved by the agent and placed in another region beside other similar descriptors. As soon as the possible initial equilibrium is broken (descriptors having different keys begin to be accumulated in different grid regions), a further reorganization of descriptors is increasingly driven, because the probability of picking an “outlier” descriptor further increases.

To obtain this effect, the picking probability, as well as the dropping probability discussed later, is defined starting from the similarity function $f$ reported in (1), and its value is inversely proportional to the value of $f$. The function $f$ measures the average similarity of a given descriptor $	ilde{d}$ with all the other descriptors $d$ located in the visibility region $R$. In (1), $N_d$ is the overall number of descriptors maintained in the region $R$, while $H(d, \tilde{d})$ is the Hamming distance between $d$ and $\tilde{d}$. The parameter $\alpha$ defines the similarity scale [15]; here it is set to $B/2$, which is half the value of the maximum Hamming distance between vectors having $B$ bits. The value of $f$ assumes values ranging between $-1$ and $1$, but negative values are truncated to 0.

The pick probability function, $P_{\text{pick}}$, is given in (2). In this formula, the parameter $k_p$, whose value lies between 0 and 1, can be tuned to modulate the degree of similarity among descriptors. In fact, the pick probability is equal to 0.25 when $f$ and $k_p$ are comparable, while it approaches 1 when $f$ is much lower than $k_p$ (i.e., when $\tilde{d}$ is extremely dissimilar from the other descriptors) and 0 when $f$ is much larger than $k_p$ (i.e., when $\tilde{d}$ is very similar to others descriptors). In this paper, $k_p$ is set to 0.1, as in [10]

\[
   f(\tilde{d}, R) = \frac{1}{N_d} \sum_{d \in R} \left( 1 - \frac{H(d, \tilde{d})}{\alpha} \right) \\
   P_{\text{pick}} = \left( \frac{k_p}{k_p + f} \right)^2. \tag{2}
\]

After evaluating the pick probability function, the agent computes a random real number between 0 and 1, and then it executes the pick operation if this number is lower than the value of the pick function. As the local region accumulates descriptors having similar keys, it becomes more and more likely that “outlier” descriptors will be picked by an agent.

The *pick operation* can be performed in two different modes, *copy* and *move*. If the *copy* mode is used, the agent, when executing a pick operation, leaves the descriptor on the current host, generates a replica of it, and carries the new descriptor until it drops it into another host. Conversely, with the *move* mode, an agent picks the descriptor and removes it from the current host, thus preventing an excessive proliferation of replicas. The use of these two modes is better discussed in Section III-C.

### B. Drop Operation

The *drop probability function* $P_{\text{drop}}$ is evaluated by an agent when it carries some previously picked descriptors, arrives at a new grid host, and must decide whether or not to deposit these descriptors. As with the pick function, it is first used to break the initial equilibrium and then to strengthen the spatial sorting of descriptors.

For each carried descriptor, the agent separately evaluates the drop probability function that, as opposed to the pick function, is directly proportional to the similarity function $f$ defined in (1), i.e., to the average similarity of this descriptor with the descriptors maintained in the visibility region.

The $P_{\text{drop}}$ is given in (3). The parameter $k_d$ is set to a higher value than $k_p$, specifically to 0.5, in order to limit the frequency of drop operations. Indeed, it was observed that if the drop probability function tends to be too high, it is difficult for an agent to carry a descriptor for an amount of time sufficient to move it into an appropriate grid region.

As for the pick operation, the agent first evaluates $P_{\text{drop}}$, then extracts a random real number between 0 and 1, and, if the latter number is lower than $P_{\text{drop}}$, drops the descriptor in question into the current host

\[
   P_{\text{drop}} = \left( \frac{f}{k_d + f} \right)^2. \tag{3}
\]

As a final remark concerning pick and drop probability functions, it is worth specifying that the values of mentioned parameters ($k_p, k_d, \alpha$) have an impact on the velocity and duration of the transient phase of the Antares process, but they have little influence on the performance observed under steady conditions. In other words, Antares was found to be robust with respect to the variation of these parameters.

### C. Replication and Relocation of Descriptors

The effectiveness of Antares is evaluated through the spatial *homogeneity function* $H$. Specifically, for each peer $p$ of the grid, the average homogeneity $H_p$ of the descriptors located in the visibility region of $p$, $R_p$, is calculated. This is obtained, as shown in (4), by averaging the Hamming distance between
every couple of descriptors in $R_p$ and then subtracting the obtained value from $B$, which is equal to the maximum Hamming distance. Thereafter, the value of $H_p$ is averaged over the whole Grid, as formalized in (5)

$$H_p = B - \text{AVG}_{(d_1, d_2 \in R_p)}(H(d_1, d_2))$$

$$H = \frac{1}{N_p} \sum_{p \in \text{grid}} H_p.$$  

The objective of Antares is to increase the homogeneity function as much as possible, because it would mean that similar descriptors are actually mapped and aggregated into neighbor hosts, and therefore an effective sorting of descriptors is achieved.

Simulation analysis showed that the homogeneity function is better increased if each agent works in both its operational modes, copy and move. In the first phase of its life, an agent is required to copy the descriptors that it picks from a grid host, but when it realizes from its own activeness that the sorting process is at an advanced stage, it begins simply to move descriptors from one host to another, without creating new replicas. In fact, the copy mode cannot be maintained for a long time, since eventually every host would store a very large number of descriptors of all types, thus weakening the efficacy of spatial reorganization. The algorithm is effective only if each agent, after replicating a number of descriptors, switches from copy to move.

A self-organization approach, which in some sense is similar to that used in [39], enables each agent to tune its activeness, in our case to perform a mode switch, only on the basis of local information. Our approach is inspired by the observation that agents perform more operations when the system entropy is high, because descriptors are distributed randomly, but operation frequency gradually decreases as descriptors are properly reorganized. The reason for this is that the values of $P_{\text{pick}}$ and $P_{\text{drop}}$ functions, which are defined in (2) and (3), decrease as descriptors are correctly replaced and sorted on the grid.

With a mechanism inspired by ants and other insects, each agent maintains a pheromone base (a real value) and increases it when its activeness tends to decrease; the agent switches to the move mode as soon as the pheromone level exceeds a defined threshold $T_h$. In particular, at given time intervals, specifically every 2000 s, each agent counts the number of times that it has evaluated the pick and drop probability functions $N_{\text{attempts}}$ and the number of times that it has actually performed pick and drop operations $N_{\text{operations}}$. At the end of each time interval, the agent makes a deposit into its pheromone base, which is inversely proportional to the fraction of performed operations. An evaporation mechanism is used to give a greater weight to the recent behavior of the agent. Specifically, at the end of the $i$-th time interval, the pheromone level $\Phi_i$ is computed with (6) and (7)

$$\Phi_i = E_v \cdot \Phi_{i-1} + \phi_i$$  

$$\phi_i = 1 - \frac{N_{\text{operations}}}{N_{\text{attempts}}}. $$

The evaporation rate $E_v$ is set to 0.9 [39], whereas $\phi_i$ is the amount of pheromone deposited in the last time interval. The pheromone level can assume values between 0 and 10; the superior limit can be obtained by equalizing $\Phi_i$ to $\Phi_{i-1}$ and setting $\phi_i$ to 1. As soon as the pheromone level exceeds the threshold $T_h$ (whose value must also be set between 0 and 10), the agent switches its mode from copy to move. The value of $T_h$ can be used to tune the fraction of agents that work in the copy mode, and consequently the replication and dissemination of descriptors, since these agents are able to generate new descriptor replicas. Specifically, the number of agents in copy increases with the value of the threshold $T_h$.

D. Management of Peer Disconnections

In a dynamic grid, peers can go down and reconnect again with varying frequencies. To account for this, the average connection time of each peer is generated according to a Gamma probability function, with an overall average value set to the parameter $T_{\text{peer}}$. Use of the Gamma distribution assures that the grid contains very dynamic hosts, which frequently disconnect and rejoin the network, as well as much more stable hosts.

As a consequence of this dynamic nature, two issues are to be tackled. The first is related to the management of new resources provided by new or reconnected hosts. Indeed, if all the replication agents switch to the move mode, it becomes impossible to replicate and disseminate descriptors of new resources; as a consequence, agents cannot be allowed to live forever, and must gradually be replaced by new agents that set off in the copy mode. The second issue is that the system must remove “obsolete descriptors,” i.e., descriptors of resources provided by hosts that have left the system, and therefore are no longer available.

Simple mechanisms are adopted to cope with these two issues. The first is to correlate the lifecycle of agents to the lifecycle of peers. When joining the grid, a host generates a number of agents given by a discrete Gamma stochastic function, with average $N_{\text{gen}}$, and sets the life-time of these new agents to the average connection time of the peer itself. This setting ensures that 1) a proper turnover of agents is achieved, because old agents die when their lifetimes expire and new agents are generated by reconnecting peers and 2) the relation between the number of peers and the number of agents is maintained with time: more specifically, the overall number of agents is approximately equal to the number of active peers multiplied by $N_{\text{gen}}$. The agent turnover allows for the dissemination of descriptors of new resources, since new agents start in the copy mode.

A second mechanism ensures that, every time a peer disconnects from the grid, it loses all the descriptors previously deposited by agents, thus contributing to the removal of
obsolete descriptors. Finally, a soft state mechanism [40] is adopted to avoid the accumulation of obsolete descriptors in very stable nodes. To keep information up to date, the soft state paradigm uses refresh messages that are sent periodically from the information source to the hosts that maintain the replicas. In Antares, information refresh is performed as follows. Each host checks the descriptors stored locally and starts the refresh procedure for the descriptors that have been deposited by agents since a given period of time. For these descriptors, the host contacts the peers that publish the related resources and requests refresh messages from them containing updated information about the state of those resources. The refresh interval and the minimum age of resources that must be updated should be set depending on the load of refresh messages that can be tolerated and the frequency at which resources can change their state.

It is worth mentioning that the described approach for handling a dynamic grid implicitly manages any unexpected peer fault, because this occurrence is processed in exactly the same way as a peer disconnection. Indeed, the two events are indistinguishable, since 1) a peer does not have to perform any procedure before leaving the system, and 2) in both cases (disconnection and fault) the descriptors that the peer has accumulated so far are removed.

IV. EVALUATION OF DISSEMINATION AND SPATIAL SORTING

The performance of the Antares algorithm was evaluated with an event-based simulator written in Java. Simulation objects are used to emulate grid peers and Antares agents. Each object reacts to external events according to a finite state automaton and responds by performing specific operations and/or by generating new messages/events to be delivered to other objects. 2

A Grid network having a number of hosts $N_p$ equal to 2500 is considered in this paper. Hosts are linked through P2P interconnections, and each host is connected to four peer hosts on average. The topology of the network was built using the well-known scale-free algorithm defined by Albert and Barabasi [41], which incorporates the characteristic of preferential attachment (the more connected a node is, the more likely it is to receive new links) that was proved to exist widely in real networks. The average connection time of a peer, $T_{peer}$ (see Section III-D), is set to 100 000 s. The number of grid resources owned and published by a single peer is obtained with a Gamma stochastic function with an average value equal to 15.

Resources are characterized by metadata descriptors indexed by bit vectors (keys) having $B$ bits, with $2^B - 1$ possible values. These values, as mentioned in Section I, can result from a semantic description of a resource, in which each bit represents the presence of a specific topic, or from the application of a locality preserving hash function. 3 In both cases, it is guaranteed that similar keys are given to descriptors of similar resources.

The mean number of agents generated by a single peer $N_{gen}$ is set to 0.5; as a consequence, the average number of agents $N_d$ that travel the Grid is approximately equal to $N_p/2$, as discussed in Section III-D. The average time $T_{mov}$ between two successive agent movements is set to 60 s, whereas the maximum number of P2P hops that are performed within a single agent movement $H_{max}$ is set to 3, in order to limit the traffic generated by agents. It is assumed that the average link delay, i.e., the time needed by an agent to perform a hop, is 100 ms, with a Gamma probability distribution.

A set of performance indices are defined to evaluate the performance of the Antares algorithm. The overall homogeneity function $H$, which is defined in Section III-C, is used to estimate the effectiveness of the algorithm in the reorganization of descriptors. The $N_d$ index is defined as the mean number of descriptors maintained by a grid host. Since new descriptors are only generated by agents that work in the copy mode (see Section III-C), the number of such agents $N_{copy}$ is another interesting index that helps to understand what happens in the system. Finally, the processing load and the traffic load are also computed.

Performance indices have been obtained by varying several parameters, for example, the average number of resources published by a host and the frequency of agent movements. It was found that the qualitative behavior of Antares is not affected by these parameters, which confirms its robustness. Furthermore, Antares is scalable: since each agent operates only on the basis of local information, performance is not significantly affected by the size of the network, as shown in Section IV-A. Robustness and scalability derive from the decentralized, self-organizing, and adaptive features of Antares, and in general of the swarm intelligence paradigm.

In this paper, we choose to show performance indices versus time, obtained when varying two important parameters: $T_{peer}$, the average connection time of a peer, which has been introduced in Section III-D, and $B$, the number of bits of descriptor indices. Corresponding results are described in Sections IV-A and IV-B, respectively. The performance evaluation of simple and range queries will be discussed in Section V.

A. Performance Versus the Average Peer Connection Time

In the first set of tests, the value of $B$ was set to 4, while tested values of $T_{peer}$ were varied from 35 000 to 100 000 s. For comparison purposes, the case in which peers never disconnect was also tested. This kind of analysis is useful because it helps to understand the mechanisms through which the information system is constructed, and also because it is possible to assess the algorithm ability to adapt the mapping of descriptors to the continuous modifications of the environment.

Simulations were executed with $T_h$ equal to 9.0, which means that each agent sets off in the copy mode and passes to the

2This simulator is available on line at http://antares.icar.cnr.it. The reader can set network and protocol parameters, run his/her own simulations, and view the results. The simulator also allows saving and comparing results obtained in different scenarios, even dissimilar to those analyzed in this paper.

3A key with all bits equal to 0 is not permitted to make the approach consistent with both these definitions.
move mode as soon as its pheromone, starting from 0, exceeds the threshold of 9.0 (see Section III-C).

Fig. 2 reports the trend of $H$, which is the overall homogeneity function, assuming that the Antares process starts at time 0. The descriptors are initially distributed in a completely random fashion, but subsequently they are reorganized and spatially sorted by agents. It appears that the work of Antares agents make the $H$ index increase from about 2 (i.e., $B/2$) to much higher values. After a transient phase, the value of $H$ becomes stable: it means that the system reaches an equilibrium state despite the fact that peers go down and reconnect, agents die and others are generated, etc. In other words, the algorithm adapts to the varying conditions of the network and is robust with respect to them. Note that the stable value of $H$ decreases as the network becomes more dynamic, with lower values of $T_{\text{peer}}$, because the reorganization of descriptors performed by agents is partly hindered by environmental modifications. However, even with the lowest value of $T_{\text{peer}}$ that we tested, i.e., 35,000, the increase of $H$ is about 25%, whereas it is more than 55% with $T_{\text{peer}}$ equal to 1,000,000.

Fig. 3 depicts $N_{\text{copy}}$, which is the number of agents that operate in the copy mode, also called copy agents in the following. This analysis is interesting because these agents are responsible for the replication of descriptors, whereas agents in the move mode are exclusively devoted to the relocation and spatial sorting of descriptors. When the process is initiated, all the agents (about 1250, half the number of peers) are generated in the copy mode, but subsequently several agents switch to move as soon as their pheromone value exceeds the threshold $T_h$. This corresponds to the sudden drop of curves that can be observed in the left part of Fig. 3. Thereafter, the number of copy agents becomes stabilized, even with some fluctuations; this equilibrium is reached because the number of new agents that are generated by grid hosts (these agents always set off in the copy mode) and the number of agents that switch from copy to move become balanced.

Fig. 3 also shows that the number of copy agents increases as the grid is more dynamic. Indeed, a higher turnover of agents is obtained when peers disconnect and reconnect with a higher frequency, because more agents die if more peers disconnect (indeed, the lifetime of agents is correlated to the lifetime of peers), and at the same time more agents are generated by reconnecting peers (see Section III-D). Since new agents set off in the copy mode, this leads to a larger number of copy agents, as appears in Fig. 3. This is also due to another reason: as the rate of peer disconnections increases, the reorganization process is partly hindered, pick and drop functions assume lower values, and therefore agent operations become more frequent. The result is that the pheromone value increases more slowly, as evident in (6) and (7), and fewer agents switch to the move mode. Note that in a static network with no peer disconnections, all agents work in the move mode after a short transient phase. Indeed, in this case no new agents are generated after the process is initiated.

Fig. 4 reports $N_d$, which is the average number of descriptors that are maintained by a grid host at a given time. One of the main objectives of Antares is the replication and dissemination of descriptors. This objective is achieved; in fact, the value of $N_d$ increases from an initial value of about 15 (equal to the average number of resources published by a host) to much higher values. As for the other indices, the trend of $N_d$ undergoes a transient phase, and then it becomes stabilized, even though with some fluctuations.

The value of $N_d$ is determined by two main phenomena: on the one hand, a large number of copy agents tend to increase $N_d$, because they are responsible for the generation of new descriptor replicas. On the other hand, a frequent disconnection of peers tends to lower $N_d$, because a disconnecting peer loses all the descriptors that it has accumulated so far, see Section III-D. These two phenomena work in opposite directions as the value of $T_{\text{peer}}$ decreases; in a more dynamic network there are more copy agents, which tends to increase $N_d$, but more descriptors are thrown away by disconnecting peers, which tends to decrease $N_d$.

The result is that the stable number of $N_d$ is relatively small both when the peer connection time is very low and when it is very high or infinite, i.e., with no peer disconnections. Interestingly, a higher degree of replication can be reached for intermediate values of $T_{\text{peer}}$, which are more realistic on grids. Indeed, the figure shows that even if curves are more wrinkled than those examined so far (probably due to the two underlying and contrasting mechanisms discussed above), the
value of $N_d$ first increases as $T_{\text{peer}}$ increases from 35,000 to about 100,000, and then it decreases again for higher values of $T_{\text{peer}}$.

The scalability properties of Antares were analyzed by varying the number of peers $N_p$ from 1000 to 7000. Interestingly, the size of the network has no detectable effect on the performance, specifically on the overall homogeneity index. This is observed in Fig. 5, in which the curves corresponding to the different values of $N_p$ are almost completely overlapped. The scalable nature of Antares, which derives from its decentralized and self-organizing characteristics, is therefore confirmed. Similar considerations can be made for other performance indices, which are not reported here.

The processing load $L_p$ is defined as the average number of agents per second that arrive at a node at the end of a complete movement (which can include several P2P hops) and are processed by a peer. It does not depend either on the churn rate or on the network size, but only on the average number of agents generated by a reconnecting peer $N_{\text{gen}}$ and on the frequency of their movements across the grid $1/T_{\text{mov}}$. $L_p$ is calculated by multiplying the overall number of agents $N_d$ by the frequency of their movements $1/T_{\text{mov}}$, thereby obtaining the number of times per second that an agent arrives at any peer, and then dividing the result by the number of peers $N_p$, thus obtaining the number of times per second that an agent arrives at a specific peer

$$L_p = \frac{N_d}{N_p \cdot T_{\text{mov}}} \approx \frac{N_{\text{gen}}}{T_{\text{mov}}}$$ (8)

In the described scenario, since the average value of $T_{\text{mov}}$ is equal to 60s, and $N_{\text{gen}}$ is set to 0.5, each peer receives and processes about one agent every 120s, which can be considered an acceptable load. This theoretical result has been confirmed by simulation data. Note that the processing load does not depend on other system parameters such as the network size, the average number of resources published by a node, and so on, which confirms the scalability properties of the Antares algorithm.

Finally, the traffic load is defined as the number of agents that go through a node per unit time. As shown in Fig. 6, the traffic load increases with the value of $H_{\text{max}}$, which is the maximum number of P2P hops that are performed within a single agent movement. It was also found, however, that the reorganization of descriptors is accelerated if agent movements are longer, because they can explore the network more quickly. Therefore, the choice of $H_{\text{max}}$ depends on a compromise between the desired efficiency of the reorganization process and the traffic load that can be tolerated.

**B. Performance Versus the Granularity of Resource Classification**

In the second set of simulation tests, the value of $T_{\text{peer}}$ was set to 100,000s, and the value of $B$ was varied from 3 to 6. Since the number of different descriptor keys is equal to $2^B - 1$, this analysis allows us to understand how the reorganization and replication process can be affected by the different levels of detail through which resources are described and distinguished from each other. As in previous simulations, the pheromone threshold $T_h$ was set to 9.0.

Fig. 7 reports the values of $H$, which is the overall homogeneity function discussed in Section III-C. It confirms that the work of Antares agents makes this index increase from about $B/2$ to much higher values. It is interesting to note that the increase in $H$ hardly depends on the value of $B$, which means that the algorithm is able to reorganize descriptors regardless of the accuracy with which resources are described.
Fig. 7. Overall homogeneity function vs. time for different values of the number of bits in resource descriptors, $B$.

Fig. 8. Average number of descriptors maintained by a grid host vs. time for different values of the number of bits in resource descriptors $B$.

Fig. 9. Number of pick and drop operations performed per second by all the agents, for different values of the number of bits in resource descriptors $B$.

Accordingly, a query message is issued by a peer, on behalf of a user, to search for “target descriptors,” that is, for resource descriptors having a given value of their binary index. The query must be forwarded through the network, hop by hop, so as to discover as many target descriptors as possible.

Thanks to the spatial sorting of descriptors achieved by Antares agents, the discovery procedure can be simply managed by forwarding the query, at each step, towards the “best neighbor,” which is the neighbor peer that maximizes the similarity between the descriptors stored locally and the target descriptor. More specifically, each peer calculates a “centroid” descriptor. This descriptor is a vector of $B$ real numbers lying between 0 and 1, and is obtained by averaging all the descriptor indexes of the local peer. The value of each centroid element is calculated by averaging the values of the bits, in the same position, of all the descriptors stored in the local peer. For example, the centroid descriptor of a peer that maintains the three descriptors $[1, 0, 0]$, $[1, 0, 0]$, and $[0, 1, 0]$ is a descriptor having an index $[0.67, 0.33, 0]$.

Before forwarding a query, a peer (say, peer $p_M$) calculates the cosine of the angle between the query target descriptor, and the centroids of all the neighbor peers. This value gives a hint about how much the descriptors of the neighbor peers are similar to the target descriptor. Thereafter, $p_M$ forwards the query to the peer, say $p_M$, that maximizes this cosine similarity index. At the next step, $p_M$ will do the same so that step by step the query approaches a region of the grid where it is more and more likely to discover several useful “results,” that is, target descriptors. The search is terminated whenever it is no longer advantageous to forward the query, that is, when the best neighbor is no better than the peer where the query has arrived so far. At this point, a queryHit message is issued and returns to the requesting peer by following the same path, and collecting on its way all the results that it finds.

This discovery algorithm, even though very simple and demands very little computing and memory resources, is very efficient as it exploits the continuous work of mobile agents that reorganize descriptors on the grid. This is confirmed by Fig. 10, which depicts what can be called the “similarity improvement,” obtained as the difference between the “arrival similarity” and the “departure similarity.” These are the cosine similarities between the query target descriptor and the
descriptor of the local centroid, respectively, calculated at the end and at the beginning of the query journey. Fig. 10 shows that the objective of the discovery algorithm, which of course is to increase the similarity difference as much as possible, is actually achieved. In fact, as the system evolves the cosine similarity is more than quadrupled with values of $B$ equal to 3, 4, and 5, whereas the improvement is slightly lower with $B$ equal to 6.

The ultimate objective of queries is to collect as many target descriptors as possible. The average number of results per query $N_{res}$ is shown in Fig. 11. Thanks to the similarity improvement obtained by queries, the number of results remarkably increases with time, meaning that discovery operations are more and more efficient as descriptors are spatially sorted by agents. The number of results is obviously inversely proportional to $B$, since the fraction of target descriptors with respect to the totality of descriptors available on the network is on average equal to $1/(2^B - 1)$. In other words, a finer classification of resources corresponds to a lower probability of finding a target descriptor. Therefore, the value of $B$ should be set on the basis of each particular application domain, taking into considerations that classification in larger classes can facilitate discovery, whereas, on the other hand, the definition of smaller classes can improve the quality of the discovered resources.

Finally, Fig. 12 shows the average response time, which is taken as the time interval between the query generation and the arrival of the queryHit message. It is assumed here that the time taken by a query or queryHit to perform a hop is 100 ms, with a Gamma probability distribution. The response time increases in the first phase, and then becomes stabilized at values between 600 and 650 ms, regardless of the value of $B$. The response time increase should not be seen as a negative effect (response times are in any case acceptable) but as a consequence of the fact that, with descriptor reorganization, queries can be successfully driven towards target descriptors for a larger number of hops.

A. Performance of Range Queries

So far, only simple queries, which are issued to find specific target descriptors, have been analyzed. However, as discussed in Section II, the efficient resolution of range queries is a fundamental requirement of grid information systems. In Antares, a range query is defined as a query in which the bit vector of the target descriptor contains one or more “wildcard” bits that can assume either 0 or 1. This means that a range query can return descriptors having $2^W$ possible values, if $W < B$ is the number of wildcard bits. Of course, the assignment of bit vectors to descriptors must ensure that the vectors that correspond to similar resources are also similar to one another. This can be done by using the binary Gray code, in which two successive indexes always differ by only one bit.

The discovery algorithm discussed in the previous section is slightly modified for the management of range queries. To select the best neighbor peer, the cosine similarity is still calculated between the target descriptor and the centroid descriptors of the neighbor peers, but this time these indexes are preprocessed by discarding the bits that are defined as wildcards in the target descriptor. Therefore, only the centroid bits that correspond to valued bits in the target descriptor are useful to drive the query message. As for simple queries, a range query terminates its journey when it is no more possible to find a better neighbor. The queryHit message will come back and collect all the descriptors that match the range query.

To evaluate the effectiveness of range queries, $B$ was fixed to 4 and peers were made to issue three kinds of queries:
Fig. 13. Average number of results of range queries with \( B = 4 \) and different numbers of wildcard bits.

simple queries; range queries with 1 wildcard bit, chosen randomly; and range queries with 2 wildcard bits, also chosen randomly. The corresponding average number of results is shown in Fig. 13. It appears that, in a steady situation, a range query with 1 wildcard bit discovers about 110 results, that is 53% more results than a simple query, which discovers about 75 results on average. Two simple queries (precisely, the queries in which the wildcard bit of the target descriptor is respectively set to 0 and to 1, and all the other bits are not varied) would together discover more results, 150 on average, but at the cost of doubling the whole discovery procedure, thus increasing the processing and traffic load. Similarly, a range query with two wildcard bits is able to discover 106% more results than a simple query. Thus, range queries are not able to discover all the results that would be found with the corresponding number of simple queries (which is equal to \( 2^W \)), but provide an efficient way to discover many more results than a simple query in just one shot, which is the actual objective of a range query. It can be concluded that the resource management of Antares facilitates this objective.

B. **Future Enhancements of Antares**

It must be remarked that the discovery algorithm, especially for range queries, has been kept very simple in order to assess the effectiveness of resource reorganization and to fairly compare simple and range queries. However, several enhancements can be adopted to increase the number of results returned by discovery operations. A first enhancement could aim to overcome the problem of local maxima, which in some cases can limit the effectiveness of discovery operations. This can be done by enabling “long hops” of queries when they are still far from the target descriptors. This way, a query could overcome a local maximum and approximate the objective more quickly. The parallel issue of several query messages can further improve the query performance, though at the cost of increasing the network traffic. The long hop strategy could be adopted for only a fraction of these messages. A second enhancement could be a better investigation of an interesting region. For example, when a query terminates its journey, the queryHit message could explore all the neighbor peers and collect other useful results there, before initiating the return journey. In fact, owing to the gradual sorting of descriptors, these neighbor peers are likely to maintain a consistent number of target descriptors. This technique could be particularly useful in the case of range queries since target descriptors are generally spread in a larger region with respect to simple queries. These two enhancements are currently under examination.

Another interesting avenue for future research is the extension of Antares to the reorganization and discovery of multi-attribute resources. If it is assumed that a resource is characterized by \( M \) independent attributes (for example a computer could be characterized by its CPU rate and memory size), and each attribute can be mapped to a specific key through a locality preserving hash function. Therefore, the descriptor of a resource is associated with \( M \) keys, one for each attribute. The reorganization of descriptors can be performed by Antares agents in the same way as described in this paper, but descriptor keys related to different attributes are reorganized and sorted independently of each other. The descriptor of a resource can be accessed via any of its attributes, by searching the related key. A similar schema is adopted in the MAAN system [7], which enhances Chord in order to support the multi-attribute case. To serve a multiple attribute query, two strategies can be envisaged, like in [7], and are currently under examination.

1) With an iterative approach, a subquery is issued for every attribute of the multi-attribute query, and the final result is obtained as the intersection of the results of all the subqueries.

2) With the dominant attribute approach, only one subquery, which corresponds to the most selective attribute in the multi-attribute query, is issued. Each discovered descriptor that matches this subquery is immediately matched to the subqueries that correspond to the other attributes. Only the descriptors that satisfy all the subqueries are returned to the requester.

The latter strategy can considerably reduce the number of hops necessary to solve the multi-attribute query, but requires a larger computation load to process each candidate descriptor.

VI. **Conclusion**

In this paper, we introduced and evaluated Antares, which is an algorithm inspired by ant behavior and whose aim is to build a P2P information system of a grid. Through the evaluation of simple probability functions (pick and drop), a number of ant-inspired agents replicate and move the descriptors of grid resources from host to host, and this way disseminate and reorganize these descriptors on the network.

Antares achieves an effective reorganization of information, since descriptors are spatially sorted on the network and, in particular, descriptors indexed by equal or similar binary keys are placed in neighbor grid hosts. This was confirmed in the paper through the analysis of performance measures, in particular of a homogeneity index based on the Hamming distance between binary vectors. The reorganization of descriptors performed by Antares spontaneously adapts to the
ever changing environment, for example to the joins and departs of grid hosts and to the changing characteristics of resources. For these characteristics, the Antares approach has been named “self-structured.”

We hope that this paper can open novel and promising avenues for the construction of distributed information systems and related discovery algorithms. In particular, Antares features two noteworthy properties, that are interesting enhancements with respect to most existing strategies: 1) it does not rely on any centralized support, but it is fully decentralized, self-organizing and scale-free, thanks to its bio-inspired nature and its swarm intelligence characteristics, and 2) being basically unstructured, it avoids the typical problems of structured systems, but still retains some of their important benefits, such as the efficient management of simple and range queries, thus proposing itself as a good compromise between the two strategies, structured and unstructured, which are generally deemed as complementary to each other.
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